A code not requiring a distinct symbol to separate words is called comma-free. Two codes are isomorphic if one can be obtained from the other by a permutation of the underlying alphabet. Since subcodes of comma-free codes are comma-free, we investigate only maximal comma-free codes. All isomorphism classes of maximal comma-free codes with words of length 2 are determined and a natural representative of each class is given.
. Introduction
Let £ = {0, 1, , M-l} be an alphabet of n symbols. Let F be a block code of word length k over Z . The code F is said to be n comma-free if whenever a, .. Golomb, Gordon and Welch [ 2 ] . These authors gave an upper bound for the size WAn) of a maximal comma-free code as a function of the alphabet length n and the block .length k . They conjectured that the bound was always attained when the k was an odd integer. Eastman [J] found a construction resolving t h e i r conjecture 6 years l a t e r .
When the block length i s even, less i s known about ^jA n ) • Golomb, Gordon and Welch [2] proved that for a l l positive integers n , , [3] , and [4] . In this paper we determine all maximal comma-free codes with words of length 2 over arbitrary finite alphabets.
. Prelimi n a r i e s
Throughout the remainder of t h i s paper a l l codes will be assumed to have words of length 2 . Every comma-free code F over an alphabet E induces a p a r t i t i o n of £ as follows: We say that F has parameters [, q ) if
where | -X"| always denotes the cardinality of a set X . Maximality of a comma-free code r e s t r i c t s the parameters considerably as the following lemma shows. The authors are indebted to Dr T.K. Sheng for the proof of t h i s lemma. Combining (5) and (6) with (3) we obtain
If n = 3q then (7) implies x = y = z = q . Otherwise, exactly two of the differences |x-j/|, |j/-s| , and |s-x| are 1 . Without loss of generality assume x -y = 1 and further suppose n = 3q + 1 -If either y -z = X or z -y = X we obtain contradictions of (7) and (1*)
respectively. Similarly, if z -x = 1 we contradict (7) . Therefore 
If all words of F containing at least one of a, b 3 or o are deleted then the remaining words form a comma-free code F^ and
Proof. There are at most q. + q^ words of the form xc in F since x can be chosen only from A{F) or B(F) . There are at most <?P + q^. words of the form ay in F since y can be chosen only from We verify that /(IT) is an isomorphism of F and C as follows.
B(F) or C(F)
.
For words containing a, b or c we have

/(ITMay) = (3?-3)IT(I/) , /(ir)(a*) = Tr(a:)(3o-2) ,
fW(by) = (3q-2)v(y) , f(-n)(xc) = -n(x)(3q-l) .
If, for example, q-l, q-l) . Therefore F. is isomorphic with C " . We extend IT to a permutation IT of Z by defining
It is readily verified that /(TT) is an isomorphism of F and C 1 .
Now assume F has parameters (q, q+1, q) . As above we obtain a subcode F of F which is maximal and comma-free over Z but with we obtain an isomorphism of F and C_ + 2 . 
